
RIVERSIDE
LIFESTYLE ESTATES

The picture below is an architects rendering of Riverside Lifestyle Estates™.  
The view is taken from halfway down the number 1 fairway looking back towards the 1st tee off box to the south east. 

Help shape Riverside Lifestyle Estates™ as the premier lifestyle choice in Westman:
www.riversidelifestyleestates.ca  

Ted Temple: 204.724.6353 / Aubrey Arellano: 204.761.8623

Developer reserves the rights to make modifications to building designs, specifications, features and floor plans without notification.  All renderings, maps, and illustrations reflect the artist interpretation of the project only and 
may differ from the final product. The trade-mark SKYline Developments Ltd and Riverside Estates and Riverside Lifestyle Estates™ is owned by Skyline Developments Ltd.  All Rights Reserved. 

Riverside Lifestyle Estates is excited to share yet another milestone update on its development here in 

Westman! We had the pile driver on site last week to pound several test piles. This will help the developer 

determine the length of piles that will be needed once full scale construction commences - a standard pre-

construction process. Giving us knowledge of the pile lengths required helps us to be as efcient as 

possible. 

Kelvin Orr explains “These are all exciting steps as our group works towards the sales targets we need in 

order to begin full construction. We are working hard to get sales to where they need to be, and if all goes 

according to plan, we want to be building as soon as possible.” 

Ted Temple of Sutton Harrison Realty agrees. “We're excited to see these milestones achieved and get 

closer to full scale construction. This development will be so incredibly special to not only Brandon, but all 

of Westman. Sutton is proud to be taking the sales lead on it.”  Ted continues,  “Once paperwork nally 

got approved in November, we have had a solid start on our purchase agreements. Now that we're into 

the new year, we just need to get the last of the sales across the nish line in order to hit the targets needed 

to ofcially start construction.”
 
Stay tuned for more updates – and please feel free to contact Ted Temple 204-724-6353 or Aubrey 

Arellano  204-761-8623 if you have any questions or would like more sales information on Riverside 

Lifestyle Estates.

Best regards,

Your Riverside Team

Another milestone achieved as test piles were started. . .
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